
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technology Description 
Fairfax Data Systems’ DataMask Redaction Multipurpose Toolkit provides 
automated redaction technology which secures sensitive data in images 

from being viewed by unauthorized users.  This technology allows 
organizations to automatically identify sensitive data on an image, such as a 
Social Security number, bank routing information or credit card numbers, 

and marks the area to secure the image area from unauthorized access by 
applying redactions on the image.  Images are actually redacted and not 
“covered” by annotations which can easily be compromised.   

 
DataMask only permanently redacts a copy of the document and not the 
original, keeping the original intact.  Users can then use the copy to add as a 

version or to print, fax and e-mail to others because the redactions are 
permanent. DataMask provides security on the marked area so that users 
who have access can view the document without redactions.  DataMask 

seamlessly integrates with IBM FileNet Workplace which permanently 
redacts a copy of the image and FileNet Capture ADR identifies the 
redaction areas when retrieved by a user.  Users with the appropriate 

security can also modify and add new redactions to the image.   Leveraging 
DataMask’s unique features, IBM FileNet P8 users can access data quickly 
and securely, as DataMask maintains confidentiality of data without 

degradation of the system’s functionality. 
 

Features & Benefits 
 Automated redaction technology - provides secure redaction capabilities.

 Redacts documents on the server side not the client side, which is more 
secure.   

 Users have the ability to print, e-mail and fax redacted documents. 

 Automatically identifies forms within a batch of documents and properly 
classifies them. 

 Redacts actual copy of the document, not just an annotation which can 

be easily breached. 
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Value Proposition 
An automated redaction capture system allows IBM Enterprise Content 
Management systems to quickly identify forms and mark image areas that 
need to be redacted. The Fairfax Data Systems’ solution redacts privileged 

data from imaged documents “on the fly” during retrieval without human 
intervention and without altering the original document. Rich functionality 
automates business processes with on-demand access to mission-critical 

information, while ensuring compliance with risk and regulatory 
requirements.  DataMask is currently being used to fulfill Payment Card 
Industry (PCI) compliance.  

 

 
 
Company Description 
Fairfax Data Systems is a consulting and software development company 
specializing in providing quality information management and process 
management solutions using IBM ECM technologies.  Fairfax is an IBM 

Software ValueNet Business Partner with over 11 years of experience 
selling IBM FileNet P8 products and offers an array of products and services 
that help customers successfully deploy and support solutions built on the 

FileNet P8 platform. 
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